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are the representation matrices of G on



















are real and diagonal. The constraint on Yukawa



















which can be used to simplify the gauge structures.
Conventionally, one normalizes the U (1) gauge elds
to assume canonical forms before renormalization. It is
easy to show that this normalization does not aect the











[8, 9]. On the other hand, the -functions of
g
m
in the conventional scheme are related to the ones in
our scheme by a -dependent transformation. If one nor-
malizes the U (1) gauge elds consistently, both schemes
give the same physics prediction [9].
In the Landau gauge, the eld propagators of the sim-














































is the inverse of 
mn
. Note that, there are
propagations from a U
m
(1) gauge eld to a U
n
(1) gauge














































































































where in Eq. (12), there is no summation over m and n.
Except for the 
mn
(m 6= n), we separate the -function










(G) is the result when one turns o all U (1) in-
teractions and 
x
(U ) is the additional contribution when


































































To two-loops, (G) and (G) have been given in [1, 2].





(U ) are to be calculated in this letter. These can be
obtained from existing calculations by closely inspecting
the Feynman diagrams in [1], and making proper substi-
tution of gauge couplings and abelian gauge propagators.
The process is straightforward but tedious. We content
with by simply reporting the end results here.
A. Scalar wave function renormalization
To one loop, the additional contributions to the -












here and hereafter repeated indices such as m and n are
implicitly summed over all abelian gauge groups, unless

































































(1) for two(four)-component fermions.
B. Fermion wave function renormalization
To one loop, the additional contributions to the -
functions of fermion elds induced by abelian groups are







































































3III. -FUNCTIONS OF GAUGE COUPLINGS
AND KINETIC MIXINGS
A. Nonabelian gauge coupling
At one loop level, the additional contributions to the
-function of gauge coupling g of group G are zero. To




















































B. Abelian gauge couplings





is related to the anomalous dimension 
p
of the corre-
sponding gauge eld V
p
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and there is no summation over p. C
2
(R) is the Casimir







(R) are the Casimir operator and the Dykin index of
U
p
(1) acting on elds R, respectively.
C. Kinetic mixings















where repeated indices don't imply summation and 

pq





















































































FIG. 1: (a)Wave function renormalization of abelian gauge
elds; (b)renormalization of abelian gauge kinetic mixing.
IV. YUKAWA COUPLING


































are the anomalous dimensions
of the corresponding fermions and bosons, respectively.
To one loop level, the additional contributions to the -







































































































































































































































































































V. SCALAR QUARTIC COUPLING



























(i) is the anomalous dimension of the




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































We have now presented the two-loop RGEs for all di-
mensionless parameters in a general gauge theory with
5multiple abelian gauge groups. We have retained all ki-
netic mixing terms and did not canonically normalize
the abelian gauge elds. This approach proved to be
extremely convenient. Were all abelian gauge interac-
tions turned o, the two-loop RGEs were given in [1, 2].
When the abelian gauge interactions are turned on, the
additional contributions have been obtained from exist-
ing calculations by a close inspection of the relevant Feyn-
man diagrams and by using suitable substitution rules.
Were G not simple, but rather a direct product of simple
groups G
k
with gauge coupling g
k
, the RGEs can again
be obtained by using substitution rules as given in [1, 2].
For part of g
4
-related terms, the following extra substi-




















































































































































By introducing a dummy eld, -functions of the dimen-
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